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Abstract—This paper describes an architecture of FPGA-
like fabric for future hybrid “CMOL” circuits. Such circuits
will combine a semiconductor-transistor (CMOS) stack and a
two-level nanowire crossbar with molecular-scale two-terminal
nanodevices (programmable diodes) formed at each crosspoint.
We have developed a custom set of tools for CMOL FPGA circuit
design automation, and used it for the evaluation of performance
of these circuits for the Toronto 20 benchmark set, so far without
optimization of several parameters including the power supply
voltage, nanowire pitch and maximum NOR fan-in. The results
show that even without such optimization, CMOL FPGA circuits
may provide a density advantage of more than two orders of
magnitude over the traditional CMOS FPGA with the same
CMOS design rules, at comparable time delay, acceptable power
consumption, and potentially high defect tolerance.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is now believed that the growing problems with scaling
of CMOS technology [1]–[3] may be only overcome by
a radical paradigm shift from lithography-based fabrication
to the so-called “bottom-up” approach - see, e.g., Ref. [4].
In this approach, the smallest active devices of integrated
circuits are not defined lithographically but assembled from
parts with fundamentally reproducible size and structure, e.g.,
few-nm-scale molecules. This procedure may be rationally
envisioned only for two-terminal nanodevices. Since such
devices have limited functionality, most efforts in the de-
velopment of nanoelectronic architectures are focusing on
hybrid CMOS/nanodevice circuits - see, e.g., Refs. [5]–[15],
and also recent reviews [16]–[19]. In most of the proposed
hybrid circuits, relatively large silicon MOSFETs are used
for signal restoration, long-range communications, I/O, test-
ing/bootstrapping, and some other critical functions, while
a set of dense nanodevices provides most of information
storage and signal processing.

We believe that the most promising species of
CMOS/nano-device hybrids are “CMOL” circuits [3], [16].
As in several earlier hybrid proposals, in CMOL circuits
the two-terminal nanodevices are formed at each cross-
point of a “crossbar” array, consisting of two levels of
nanowires (Fig. 1). However, in order to overcome the
CMOS/nanodevice interface problems pertinent to earlier
concepts, in CMOL circuits the interface is provided by
a-few-nm-sharp-tip pins that are distributed all over the
circuit area, on the top of the CMOS stack. By activating
two pairs of perpendicular CMOS lines, two pins (and two
nanowires they contact) may be connected to CMOS data
lines (Fig. 1b).

If the nanodevices have a sharp current threshold, like
in the usual diodes, such access allows each of them to
be tested. Moreover, if such a diode is programmable, i.e.
may be switched between two internal states, e.g., as the
single-electron latching switch [16], [20], each device may
be turned on or off by applying voltages ±VW to the selected
nanowires, so that voltage V = ±2VW applied to the selected
nanodevice exceeds the corresponding switching threshold,
while half-selected devices (with V = ±VW ) are not
disturbed [16].

As Figs. 1, 2 show, interface pins of each type (reaching to
the lower and upper nanowire level) are arranged in a square
array with side 2βFCMOS, where FCMOS is the half-pitch
of the CMOS subsystem, and β is a dimensionless factor
larger than 1 that depends on the CMOS cell complexity.
Relative to the CMOS pin array, the nanowire crossbar is
turned by angle α = arcsin(Fnano/βFCMOS), where Fnano is
the nanowiring half-pitch.1 This approach allows a unique
access to any nanodevice, even if Fnano � FCMOS - see Refs.
[7], [16] for a detailed discussion of this point.

Earlier we showed that CMOL circuits may be used to
build several types of highly defect-tolerant circuits including
terabit-scale memories [15], [16], [21] and mixed-signal
neuromorphic circuits capable of advanced information pro-
cessing, e.g., fast classification of large patterns such as few-
megapixel images [22], [23]. However, the most important
application of CMOL technology may be in reconfigurable
Boolean logic circuits [6], [7] whose structure resembles the
so-called cell-based FPGAs [24]. The goal of this report is
to describe the CMOL FPGA concept and review our most
recent results on design automation and performance analysis
of these circuits.

II. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

CMOL FPGA circuits are formed on a uniform mesh of
square-shaped “tiles” (Fig. 2). Each tile consists of a shell
of T basic cells (Fig. 2b) surrounding a single latch cell of
a larger area (Fig. 2c). (For the considered parameters, and
no defective basic cells inside the tile, T = 12.)

The basic cell includes two pass transistors and one in-
verter, and is connected to the nanowire/nanodevice crossbar
via two pins. During the configuration process the inverters

1Actually, the most intrinsic parameter of CMOL circuits is the integer
a ≡ 1/tanα which determines the range of CMOS cell interaction. For
fixed fabrication technology parameters F CMOS, Fnano and βmin, the lower
bound on a is given by equation a 2 > (βminFCMOS/Fnano)2 − 1.
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Fig. 1. Low-level structure of the generic CMOL circuit: (a) a schematic
side view, and (b) the concept of addressing a particular nanodevice.

are turned off, and the pass transistors may be used for setting
the binary state of each molecular device, just as in CMOL
memories [15], [16], [21]. By turning programmable diodes
ON or OFF, each pin of a basic cell may be connected
through a nanowire-nanodevice-nanowire link to each of
M = a2 − 2 other cells within a near square-shaped “cell
connectivity domain” [7]. Figure 3 shows how such fabric
may be configured for the implementation of NOR gates.
This is already sufficient to implement any logic function,
though other gates (e.g., NAND) are clearly possible.

CMOS layout estimates assuming a compact layout have
shown that the latch cell requires an area approximately
four times larger than that of the basic cell. As a result,
latch/logic resource ratio comparable to those of the conven-
tional FPGAs. In fact, the 4-input parity function (the worst-
case Boolean function of 4 inputs) can be implemented with
14 four-input NOR gates, while an average 4-input Boolean
function requires much less (6 to 8) of such gates. Hence
each CMOL tile is crudely similar in functionality to the
basic logic element consisting of a four-input LUT and one
latch [25].

III. PERFORMANCE MODEL

In general, it is possible to optimize the power supply
voltage VDD and nanowire pitch Fnano to achieve the best
performance of a CMOL FPGA circuit (at fixed power).
However, for the considered benchmark circuits we have
not yet performed such optimization, but rather assumed
the values FCMOS = 45 nm, Fnano = 4.5 nm which
seem technologically plausible at the initial stage of CMOL
technology development [16]. Similarly we have accepted
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Fig. 2. CMOL FPGA: (a) The fragment of the fabric for the particular
case a = 4, and the structures of (b) the basic cell and (c) the latch cell.
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Fig. 3. NOR gate: (a) equivalent circuit and (b) physical implementation
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the value VDD = 0.3 V which is in the ballpark of the results
of VDD optimization for the two circuits analyzed in Ref. [6]
for these values of FCMOS and Fnano.

The typical current through molecular devices in the ON
state, resulting from the performance optimization, is of the
order of 1 µA [6]. With a saturation current density of 1
mA/µm, typical for the long term CMOS projections [1],
such current may be provided with a MOSFET channel as
narrow as 1 nm. Hence, we can safely assume that all four
transistors of the basic cell are of the minimum width. Using
SCMOS design rules [24], we estimate the smallest basic
cell area to be about Acell = 64(FCMOS)2 ≈ 0.13 (µm)2,
i.e., βmin ≈ 4. The additional area overhead associated with
auxiliary circuitry such as clock buffers, peripheral logic for
reconfiguration, etc. has not been taken into account at this
stage, but is probably negligible [7].

From equivalent circuit (Fig. 4) the gate delay is approx-
imately:

τ0 ≈ ln(2I) × (CwireRON/D) × (Vin/VDD), (1)

Here Cwire (equal to ∼ 3 fF in our case) is a capacitance
of the full nanowire fragment, RON/D is a resistance of the
nanodevice at the crosspoint in the ON state2, Vin is a voltage
swing on the input of the CMOS inverter, and I is the circuit
fan-in [7]. Note that nanowire resistance Rwire is neglected
since it is typically much smaller than RON/D.

To reduce gate delay we minimize the signal voltage swing
Vin and resistance RON/D. The former parameter can be
reduced by choosing an appropriate resistance of the pass
transistor Rpass ≈ Vin/VDD×RON/D (Fig. 4). We have shown
that even for a very strict requirement for the bit error rate
Vin can be as small as 40 mV [7].

The smallest acceptable resistance RON is limited by the
maximum manageable power density pmax = 200 W/cm2

[1]. Since the power consumption in our case is mostly
contributed by its static component [6], RON/D can be found
from

RON/D =
Ncell(VDD)2

2Acellpmax
, (2)

where Ncell is the average number of crosspoint nanodevices
turned ON per one basic cell. For the considered benchmark

2D is the number of parallel molecular-scale devices (each with R ON
resistance) in a single crosspoint nanodevice.
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Fig. 5. CMOL FPGA design flow.
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Fig. 6. Tile connectivity domain: Any cell of the central tile (shown dark
gray) can be connected with any cell in the tile connectivity domain (shown
light gray) via one nanowire-nanodevice-nanowire link (e.g., cells I and O 1).
Cells outside of each other’s tile connectivity domain (e.g., I and O 2) can
be connected with additional routing inverters (e.g., R). Note that nanowire
width and nanodevice size are boosted for clarity. For example, for the
considered CMOL parameters, 1600 crosspoint nanodevices may fit on one
CMOS cell area.

circuits the maximum value of Ncell is about 1.6 (Table I).
Hence from Eq. (2) we find that the RON/D ≈ 280 KΩ.
Such crosspoint resistance, for example, may be readily
implemented in molecular electronics, especially assuming
that each crosspoint can house tens of molecular devices [7].
Finally, from Eq. (1) the delay of the inverter (NOR-1 gate)
is about 80 ps.

IV. DESIGN AUTOMATION

The main idea of the proposed design flow for CMOL
FPGAs (Fig. 5) is to reserve some number of basic cells



(T − N) inside each tile for routing purposes, while use
the rest (N) cells for logic during the placement step. The
placer tries to put gates into such locations (with maximum
one latch and N NOR gates per tile) so that their interconnect
is local or, equivalently, is within tile connectivity domain of
each other.3 At the global routing step, idle cells inside each
tile are used to interconnect global connections. If there is
a congestion after the global routing step, i.e. the number
of requested basic cells during routing countmax is larger
than the actual number of idle cells T − N − ∆ (here ∆ is
parameter which allows to trade-off the number of iterations
with the mapping quality), then we decrease N and repeat
the flow again until there is no congestion.

More specifically, every circuit is first mapped into the
network of NOR gates (so far with a rather artificial maxi-
mum fan-in of 7) and latches, using the SIS package [26].
After that, at the circuit processing step, all inverters (1-input
NOR gates) are removed from the circuit. (For the considered
benchmark set, such inverters comprise about 28% of the
total number of gates on the average.) The idea behind the
processing step is that inverters which are synthesized by
SIS are not different logically from the routing inverters and
can be more efficiently (in terms of performance and CAD
running time) used during the global routing step (as opposed
to the situation when they are treated as logic gates and
have fixed positions after the placement step). Instead of the
removed inverters, every net is assigned a “polarity” property,
which is just an additional information for a placer and global
router to specify whether an odd or even number of routing
inverters should be used when interconnecting nets.

The placement algorithm follows very closely the heuristic
one used in the VPR tool [25], [27]. It is based on a simu-
lated annealing algorithm with some additional techniques
employed for a faster and better solution. According to
our preliminary results, the best area and delay in mapping
circuits to CMOL FPGA can be achieved using the timing-
driven placement algorithm with λ = 0.5, the criticality
exponent equal to 1, the time-analysis interval of about
10000 successful swap/moves, and with similar temperature
and Dlim schedules. (For a detailed explanation of these
parameters and the algorithm, see Ref. [27], in particular
Fig. 2.)

In this algorithm, the wiring cost is calculated as a sum
of costs for all connections in the circuit, with a cost of a
single connection obtained using the function LogicHop from
Fig. 8. Here x, y is the location of a tile with input/ouput
gate of the considered connection, while A is a linear size
of the tile connectivity domain, which is, for the CMOL
parameters accepted in this paper, equal to 9. The timing
cost was calculated according to the Eqs. (6-8) of Ref. [27],
using the slack (normalized with respect to inverter delay),
also obtained through Eqs. (4), (5) of that work.

3Here, similarly to the cell connectivity domain [6], the tile connectivity
domain of a given tile is defined as such fabric fragment that any cell
within it can be connected to any cell of the initial tile directly, i.e. via one
nanowire-nanodevice-nanowire link (Fig. 6). Note that all tile connectivity
domains are similar and have square shape.

INPUT:  
A) mapping of gates to tiles 
B) map of defective cells (def)
START:
1:   Generate input_netlist from input mapping  
2:   Initialize counter (count) of unused basic cells for each tile and  
      adjusting accordingly to def
3:   Create sorted_netlist by sorting input_netlist by the number of outputs 
      (largest first) while sorting entries with the same number of outputs by 
      the cost function (lowest first) 
4:   For each net (curnet) from the sorted_netlist
5:       RouteNetGreedy(input, outputlist),
          where input, outputlist  are the coordinates of an input and  
          output gates of curnet, respectively  
6:   If there are congestions (for some tiles count  > T - N )  { 
7:       For each tile (curtile)  { 
8:            For each curgate from curtile { 
9:                If (curgate from curtile is inverter and fanout = 1) { 
10:      Remove curgate and all consecutive inverters with  
                       (fanout =1) connected to curgate’s input and output  
11:                  If (RouteNetExhaustively(curnet) is false)  
12:                        Exit without success  
13: }}}} Exit with success  

Fig. 7. Global routing algorithm

The next operation, global routing, which is needed to con-
nect the gates which are not within tile connectivity domains
of each other, performed in two steps (Fig. 7). At the first step
the algorithm connects global nets by allocating the routing
inverters, so far without any tile capacity limitations. In this
step, each connection of the net is routed with the smallest
possible number of inverters. Moreover, if the net has more
than one output, the algorithm tries to minimize the number
of routing inverters by sharing them among connections of
the same net. Since this problem is equivalent to finding the
shortest-path Steiner tree [28], which is exponentially hard,
our algorithm is heuristic.

The algorithm is formally presented in Fig. 8. It is based on
the recursive function (RouteNetGreedy) which, in a single
iteration, finds the quasi-optimal position for the routing
inverter in the tile connectivity domain of the input gate
(input) for the given set of output gates (outputlist).

The algorithm can be better explained using the example
shown in Fig. 9. Let us consider the case A = 5 and suppose
that the algorithm needs to route input gate I to three output
gates O1, O2, and O3 (corresponding to the tiles colored
yellow and cyan, respectively. At first, for each pair of input
and output gates from outputlist, the algorithm determines
the minimal number Hopmin of inverters required for routing,
taking into account the polarity of each connection (shown
with “+” and “-” superscripts). Then RouteNetGreedy func-
tion ranks all tiles of the input tile connectivity domain (step
I in Fig. 9). The rank of a tile shows how many output
gates from outputlist can be routed to the input gate with
the minimal path, i.e. with Hopmin inverters, using a routing
cell in the given tile. In the new iteration, the routing cell
tile location (R1), chosen “greedily” among the tiles with
maximum rank, is considered as a new input tile, while the
set of output gates, which contributes to the rank (e.g., for
R3 in step III of Fig. 9, gates O1 and O2) becomes new
outputlist, etc. Once these outputs have been routed (step IV
in Fig. 9) they are not considered during the ranking of the



Function RouteNetGreedy (input, outputlist)   
1:  For each tile (curtile) from input’s connectivity domain { 
        curtileoutputcount = 0
        curtileoutputlist = Ø
2:     For each output (curoutput) from outputlist {
3:         If(PhysicalHop(curtile, curoutput) + 1 =  
               LogicalHop(input, curoutput, curoutput’s polarity) )  { 
4:              curtileoutputcount ++ 
5:              Add curoutput to curtileoutputlist  }   
6:         Among tiles with largest curtileoutputcount choose the one  
            which has the largest count and increment count for this tile 
7:         For each output (curoutput) from curtileoutputlist
8:              If(LogicalHop(curtile, curoutput, curoutput ‘s polarity)=0)  
9:                    Delete curoutput from curtileoutputlist
10:       If(curtileoutputlist != Ø)
11:            RouteNetGreedy(curtile, curtileoutputlist)
12:       outputlist = outputlist - curtileoutputlist 
13:       If(outputlist != Ø)
14:            RouteNetGreedy(input, outputlist) } 

Function RouteNetExhaustively (curnet)   
1:  Calculate slack for curnet
2:  For curhops = LogicalHop(curnet’s input, curnet’s output, curnet’s polarity)  
     to slack steps of 2 { 
3:      Find all tiles (tilelist) which might be used to route curnet using curhops
         routing inverters 
4:           For each tile (curtile)  from tilelist
5:                For hops = PhysicalHop(curnet’s output, curtile) to  
                   slack - PhysicalHop(curnet’s input, curtile)
6:                      RankTile(curtile, hops, curnet’s output, count)
7:      Choose tile (besttile) in curnet’s input tile domain with the largest rank
8:      If(rank != 0) { 
9:            Route curnet  by traversing tiles using bestpath  starting from besttile
10:          Return true  
11: }} Return false 

Function RankTile(inputtile, hops, outputtile)
1:    Let tiledomain  be tile domain of inputtile 
2:    Eliminate all tiles (curtile) from tiledomain such that
       PhysicalHop(curtile, outputtile) hops
3:    For each tile (curtile) from tiledomain { 
4:        If(rank (curtile, hops -1) is undefined) { 
5:              If(hops =1)  { 
6:    rank (curtile, hops -1) = count (curtile)
7:    bestpath (curtile, hops -1) = outputtile
8:              } Else RankTile(curtile, hops -1, outputtile) } 
9:    Choose tile (besttile) from tiledomain with largest rank (hops -1)
10:  If(rank (besttile, hops -1) = 0 or count (inputtile) = 0 ) {  
11:       rank (inputtile, hops) = 0 
12:  Else {  
13:       bestpath (inputtile, hops) = besttile
14:       rank (inputtile, hops) = rank (besttile, hops -1) + count (inputtile) }
15:  Return rank (inputtile, hops)

Function PhysicalHop (tile1, tile2)   
1:  Let x1, y1 and x2, y2 be tile1 and tile2 coordinates, respectively 
2:  Return floor(2*max(abs(x1-x2),abs(y1-y2)-1)/(A-1))

Function LogicalHop (tile1, tile2, polarity)   
1: hops =  PhysicalHop (tile1, tile2)
2:  If((hops is even and polarity is odd) or (hops is odd and polarity is even)) { 
3:      Return hops + 1  
4:  } Else Return hops

Fig. 8. Subroutines used in the placement and global routing algorithms.

rest of output gates, e.g., gate O3 (step V in Fig. 9).
Note that after the first step some congestion is possible

(Fig. 10a), i.e. the number of routing cells assigned to a tile
may be larger than the one physically available. Congestions
are dealt with at the second step, using recursive function
RouteNetExhaustively (Fig. 8). The idea is to reroute ex-
haustively the nets whose routing inverters are located in
the congested tiles. To make this step more powerful, we
perform slack analysis of the congested nets, and (provided
that the critical path stays the same) allow for more flexible
rerouting with the number of routing inverters larger than its
minimum.
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Fig. 10. Tile capacity for s298.blif circuit: (a) after step 1 and (b) after
step 2 of the global routing algorithm.

Finally, after finding the largest N enabling successful
mapping, all circuits are functionally verified. This is done
by first converting the mapped circuit into the blif format,
and then comparing them with the original circuit with the
help of the ABC verification tool [29].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have simulated performance of the Toronto 20 bench-
mark circuit set [30] mapped on CMOL FGPA. Table I sum-
marizes the performance results for each of the benchmark
circuits. Note that in contrast with earlier nanoelectronics



work, the results for different circuits are obtained for the
CMOL FPGA fabric with exactly the same operating condi-
tions and physical structure for all the circuits, thus enabling
a fair comparison with CMOS FPGA. For this comparison,
the same benchmark circuits have been mapped into the
cluster-based island-type logic block CMOS architecture
[25]. This was done with T-VPack and VPR tools [25]
using the architecture designed for the optimal area-delay
product, specifically a cluster size of 4, 4-input LUTs [31],
and the VPR’s default architecture file (4x4lut-sanitized.arch)
with technology parameters corresponding to the 0.3 µm
CMOS process. We had first found the worst-case segment
width required to route every circuit successfully, which has
turned out to be 70 (for the pdc.blif circuit). Then, using an
architecture with such segment width, we have mapped and
routed all circuits, and then extracted their delay and area
(for the optimistic case of buffer sharing). Assuming the 1/s
scaling for the delay, and the area of the minimum-width
transistor to be 25(FCMOS)2, we have obtained the results
for the CMOS FPGAs shown in Table I.

The table shows very clearly that CMOL FPGA circuits
may be much denser than the purely CMOS FPGA circuits
fabricated with the same CMOS design rules. The benchmark
circuit area for CMOL FPGA also favorably compares with
that implemented using the nanoPLA concept [5], taking into
account the fact that the latter results had been calculated
assuming a smaller nanowire half-pitch Fnano = 2.5 nm.4

Concerning speed performance, the delays calculated for all
benchmark circuits are comparable to those of their CMOS
FPGA counterparts.

It is safe to expect that the improvement in area will be
even larger if the CMOL FPGA technology is used for much
larger circuits, because the area of CMOS FPGA is always
determined by the worst-case routing requirement. On the
other hand, a distinctive feature of our CMOL FPGA fabric is
that the same resources, basic cells, are used to perform both
logic and interconnect functions. Using the proposed CAD
flow, the resources can be allocated flexibly according to
the specific logic-to-routing ratio of the circuit. For example,
in order to synthesize the relatively large pdc.blif circuit,
only about 30% of the cells have been allocated for logic
operation, while this number is about 75% for the smaller
dsip.blif (Table I). Furthermore, there is still some room for
a further improvement via, e. g., optimization of Fnano, VDD,
and increasing the maximum fan-in [7].

Finally, Table I also shows preliminary results of the defect
tolerance analysis (so far for a rather limited number of
trials). For each circuit, in each trial, defective cells have been
generated with the same probability q. Keeping the same
defect map in each trial we have performed the mapping,
finding the maximum possible N for each case. For example,

4Also, the nanoPLA results might be worse if all circuits had been
mapped on a hardware fabric of fixed geometry, as we did for the CMOL
architecture. Finally, the fabrication technology assumed in the nanoPLA
architecture is much more demanding than CMOL, requiring (besides
programmable diodes at crosspoints) nanoscale field-effect transistors, which
are inherently irreproducible [3], [16].

latch
primary
input

NOR
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routing
inverter

primary
output
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Fig. 11. Example of CMOL mapping: dsip.blif circuit of the Toronto 20
set, mapped on the (21+2)×(21+2) tile array with 30% defective cells. The
additional layer of tiles at the array periphery is used exclusively for I/O
functions.

Fig. 11 shows successful mapping for dsip.blif circuit on the
fabric with q = 0.3. Table I shows that the average swelling
of the circuit area is rather limited: only about 20% and
80% for, respectively, q = 0.1 and q = 0.3. This means, in
particular, that faulty interface pins, nanowires and/or CMOS
cells can be very effectively tolerated. On the other hand, the
tolerance to stuck-on-close crosspoint defects is rather low
(equivalent to about 0.02% of defective nanodevices for q =
0.3), so that some other defect tolerance mechanism should
be used to reduce the effects of such faults. On the other
hand, the preliminary defect tolerance results with respect to
stuck-on-open kind of defects in crosspoint nanodevices are
very encouraging. For example, we have shown that 32-bit
Kogge Stone adder can be successfully mapped on CMOL
FPGA with up to 50% of such defects [6].

To summarize, we believe that the simulation results
presented in this report show a possible dramatic impact of
the FPGA circuit transfer from CMOS to CMOL technology.
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